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Introduction
The Relocation Chart
A relocation chart is simply an ordinary natal horoscope moved to a different location.
It's a chart cast for the same cosmic instant of birth, but looked at from another location,
as if the birth happened there. The planets' sign positions all remain the same, but they
will appear in different houses at different locations, thus altering their strengths and
areas of influence. So, if you were born in New York, for instance, and then moved to
Paris, your relocation chart would have any first house planets shifted about 90
degrees clockwise into the tenth house; tenth house planets would be shifted into the
seventh house, and so on, thus giving your natal chart a whole new look for your
Parisian adventures. In fact, if it turns out to be a significant improvement, you might
even want to move there. Or, perhaps you might just want to visit when you are doing
the kind of things that your Paris relocation chart favors -- work, play, health, creativity -depending on your planets' relocated house positions.
The Relocation Map
Although any one relocation chart opens up new possibilities for you when you travel, if
you put a lot of them together and trace them on a map you get a set of marked-out
roads of opportunity that stretch around the world, each of which will add strength and
emphasis to specific parts of your personality and potential. There is a geographical
ribbon running many thousands of miles around the globe, every mile of which gives
you Mars rising, adding to your energy and individual power whenever you are on it.
Another gives you the Sun rising, another, the Moon, and so on. Around the other side
of the earth are similar routes on which your planets are always exactly setting, on the
cusp of the seventh house. Similarly, there are north-south pathways each 12,000
miles long where individual planets are on your Midheaven or IC if you go to them.
Together, they make up an often-intersecting set of personal highways, a grid of 40
planetary lines that mark out your chart's strongest places for relocation, where one or
more natal planets are on the angles.
And if that's not enough potential roads to travel on, there are a total of 180 global lines
that depict where your 45 major planetary midpoints are on the angles, adding a subtle
substructure to your planetary potential. Altogether, they depict your own personal
World Wide Web of highways and byways that add special strengths to your chart and
promise new heightened adventure and return for simply taking a trip. You'll find that
there's hardly a place on the planet you can go without discovering a new slant on life,
a new take on what you already have working inside you.
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Windows Of Opportunity
Finally, as your personal progressions and transits move along and affect your natal
chart, these same changes will be touching your relocation chart as well, but often quite
differently. This will mean that certain parts of the world open up as unique windows of
opportunity for a limited, but golden time. A look at these will tell you not only where to
travel, but when is the optimum time to be there as well. Find out the best of where and
when, and then book your ticket, with the stars on your side.
The Armchair Traveler
You don't have to actually show up at a strong relocation place to have it affect you.
You may well find that areas where you have locality planets, midpoints, transits, or
progressions on the angles have a way of waltzing into your life unannounced, or that
you'll find yourself dealing with people who live there in a way that is described by your
chart in that locality. In the era of electronic world travel, you may not need to go out of
your door to find your different relocation charts working for you.
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Local Space Astrology by Michael Erlewine
If you were to walk outside your home at the moment of birth and look around you, the
Sun, Moon, and planets would each be somewhere in the sky above and around you.
For example, the Moon might be rising low to the Southwest, and so forth. If you were
to draw a line from your birth spot in the compass direction of the Moon, it would extend
across (and around) the Earth, passing through any number of cities. The circular line
of those cities and places mark a path across the earth toward the direction of the Moon.
If you did this for the Sun and all the planets, you would be examining a map of the
space surrounding your locale. That map would be a standard geographical map with
the direction of each planet laid out on it as lines. This is why I originally called this
technique Local Space Astrology.
At any given moment, the Sun, Moon, and all the planets are above a certain spot on
earth and in a particular direction from your birthplace. In fact, not only planets and
stars, but also cities, countries, and even the local water tower or the neighbor's house
has a place and direction on this map. It does not matter how far away an object is, we
only want to know in what direction it is. You can walk toward, write letters to, or get up
and relocate into, for instance, the direction of Venus or Mars, and we each do this all
the time.
Local Space maps are useful when it comes to relocation and/or when we want to pick
a city (and direction) of a planet we would like to experience more of, like perhaps
Venus (love, beauty, value) or Jupiter (might help us find our life path or career), and so
forth. There are also planets we might like to experience less of, as well, so we might
avoid those spots. But these lines are also great for picking spots for vacation and
business trips, as well as checking out where friends and not-so-friends live. It could be
someone all the way in China or as close as a neighbor's house.
Understanding Local Space allows you to fine tune your life by picking the places you
live or want to visit in terms of what they can add or take away from your overall life
experience. For example, if you are struggling to find the right career, you might want to
take a trip or have a vacation in the direction of the planet Jupiter (the planet of
vocation) and see what develops. Or, as I myself did, you may want to permanently
relocate to a Jupiter spot until you can find your way to making a living. Or, if you find
yourself living in a city along your Saturn line and you feel too hemmed in and inhibited,
you might want to just move to a city in line with a planet that is more encouraging. You
get the idea.
Check out your Local Space Chart and look at each line to see in what direction it is
and what cities or places it passes through. Read about and consider what each planet
offers you in the way of qualities and changes. Don't forget about the places where your
friends and not-so-friends live, whether they are far away cities or just across town.
Give it some thought. Local Space can be very useful in fine-tuning your life experience
through astrology.
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Angles in Signs
Ascendant in Aries
You're going to look a lot more aggressive and take-charge here, and if you choose to
make the first move, chances are you can do it. In fact, it may be expected of you, so
get used to the image. Just remember that first in is first attacked, and there should be
extremely aware when you're the point person.
Midheaven in Capricorn
It will be natural for people here to expect you to deliver as promised, and they will
assume to be responsible. That's great when you know the turf, but not always when
you're on new ground. So, when in doubt, don't rush in where you may not be able to
stay in, and you won't suffer from the delay.

Planets on Angles
Any planet on one of the angles (Ascendant, MC, Descendant, IC) of your relocation
chart will be greatly strengthened when you are at the place of relocation, very much
like if it were on the angles of your natal chart. If the Sun is on an angle, you'll have
more confidence; if Mars is there you'll have more energy, and so on. Moreover, you
don't have to actually go there to get the effect. Having a planet on a relocated angle
will accentuate that place for you even if you are only doing business with people there
over the phone. You have an accentuated quality to people in such places that you may
not have elsewhere.
Natal Venus Local Space Line (Strong)
Your Venus line offers a lot more than just having something to do with love and loving.
In fact, Venus has to do not only with loving, but also with valuing anything, people and
things, as well as appraising, and possessions, in general. Any city or place along this
line, and it runs in a great circle around the earth, will bring the qualities of Venus into
focus. Venus rules everything to do with cherishing, valuing, and measuring things and
people. Sometimes it is love, as we know it, but as mentioned above, it is valuation of
any kind -- estimating the value and quality of something. In this sense, it covers
possessions and possessing of all kinds.
If you don't appreciate enough, whether that be people or things, locations in this
direction should find you at least counting and measuring, and perhaps even cherishing
and loving. It could also bring out a somewhat greedy side, if you are already leaning in
that direction.
Venus in Second House
Show me the money may be a little harsh way to say it, but it may be both the way you
feel here and what your main goals will be. Opportunity tends to present itself in
tangible form, so getting your hands on it is the natural reaction. Just watch that you
don't seem to take more than your share.
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Natal Uranus Ssq DS (Strong)
It may be hard to be tactful here, partly because you don't know the ropes and partly
because you get impatient with the situation. Under any circumstances, things can be a
bit more abrupt than comfortable, though the results may be enlightening, so tune up
your shock absorbers if you are going to spend any time here.
Uranus in Fifth House
If there are new and unusual sources of playful and creative things to do here, you are
likely the one to uncover them. Fun and adventure are synonymous, and the definitions
of strange and attractive blend borders. The Muse is fickle, inspiration is touch and go,
so be ready to hop on for a ride the moment it's offered.
Natal Sun Sqr IC (Strong)
What they say about you here may not accurately reflect the person you really are
inside, so some extra steps to get out the PR would probably be a good idea. If they
don't get the message the first time, do a follow-up until the real you is what's being
represented to the general public. Speak up for yourself, then do it again.
Sun in Twelfth House
You may be better off staying behind the scenes here, as too much self-promotion may
prove counterproductive. Your enthusiasm, though sincere, may fall on deaf ears or
arouse competition where it's not necessary. You can learn a lot from it, but you take
some risks if you try to take center stage.
Natal Neptune Sxt MC (Strong)
You can be tagged as a dream-maker, a wish-fulfiller here, and whether you become
another Walt Disney may be all about how you play the hand that's given you on arrival.
What people hear about you may not be real, but it's not bad, either, and pretty easy to
step in and fill the role in a comfortable and profitable way.
Neptune in Seventh House
Trying to figure out partnerships that arise here can be difficult or even
counterproductive. A lot of what you think you see is your own projection on others,
which makes for good fantasy and romance but not always the best for finalizing your
life directions. Get married elsewhere, honeymoon here.
Natal Venus Ssq IC (Medium)
If they offer you something you don't want here, it's not meant to offend. They just
thought they'd heard you liked it. Getting your desires and tastes spread abroad here
can take some extra footwork, so don't be afraid to speak up until things are as you
want them to be. You may have to repeat yourself.
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Natal Jupiter On AS (Medium)
If you want a new beginning and to keep on making new beginnings, this is the place to
start. There is an air of ambition that will infuse you and set you to all kinds of
approaches you hadn't tried and directions you hadn't explored. Seeds planted here
germinate overnight and flower well ahead of time for an early harvest. It's all about
growth -- the kind provided by the resources here and the kind you bring to the mix to
make it all fatten up and blossom. But the success is in the mix, not in simply clearcutting the landscape. If you seem to move too fast for the locals, you're going to have
your ambitions turned against you, so you have to be inclusive in how you handle
yourself. Especially on first arrival, remember that you must provide help before you
can lead, establish a track record before you can be believable. It's all about growth,
and good husbandry requires good nourishment as well as good seed. Abundance is
here for the asking but will only be sustained when it's yours to give as well. Positive
thoughts will be the first to mind, but realistic ambitions and follow-through will make the
dream come true here.
Jupiter in First House
You can easily look like the latest with the greatest here, so feel free to sell yourself
accordingly. Don't give away the store, but still be generous on a daily basis, as it will
be expected of someone who is on top of what's happening. To the extent you appear
bountiful, bounty will be yours.
Natal Saturn Ssq AS (Medium)
Hesitation can be your downfall here, but it can also be hard to decide when to make a
move so as to avoid it. Outer and inner criticism are easy to come by, but getting to the
heart of the problem takes both time and patience, along with good intentions on all
parts. Keep on going until that happens.
Saturn in Eleventh House
Getting to know people here really well may take some time, indeed, so don't come
here to surround yourself with intimates. Those you do get close to, however, will stay
that way, so be patient and your rewards will come. The same goes for the pecking
order -- seniority is what counts, so be content to bide your time to collect.
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Natal Mercury On AS (Medium)
You can lead with your head here in ways that might be more difficult elsewhere.
Somehow what you say will get across more clearly and your ability to analyze
situations will be particularly strong. In a similar vein, you'll be able to pick up on the
local lingo especially well; so if you have to go to a second language, you'll be able to
do so more swiftly and communicate well despite initial language barriers. It is as if you
find a shared mindset which you can immediately address because you already know
what's being said, since it's what you were talking about to begin with. Remember,
however, that head, heart, and hand are different functions, and though you may agree
intellectually, there may be other subtexts that aren't so unusually in tune, so don't
presume you've got everything surrounded just because you think you do. Agreements
spoken or put on paper may come with ease, but take care that when the discussion is
over you are all really on the same page at unspoken levels as well. When all is said
and done, what's done is done and what's said may be only worth the paper it's written
on. Nevertheless, you've got a distinct working advantage here.
Mercury in First House
This is an environment you can analyze, put into words, and communicate with. Even if
you don't speak the same language, you understand the lingo. You don't need to be too
specific, just get your point across with the essentials and fill in the rest later. It's not
what you say, it's what you mean that matters.
Natal Saturn Sxt AS (Medium)
You appear to carry a little more weight here than you might, and inaction will often
appear to be the voice of experience and patience rather than indecision. Once you
pick up and get going, you've got a lot on your side, so leave drag racing to others who
will look nervous and uncertain by comparison.
Natal Sun On AS (Medium)
You shine with a brighter light here, and you can put out more personal influence and
have it match the surroundings more here than in other places. On the other hand, you
can be pulled into an ego trip without really knowing it, as beckoning flattery can draw
you out beyond your real supply line. Nevertheless, it will feel like your Sun is always
rising and you're basking in the blooming light of day, because that's literally the case.
After a fashion, you'll feel like you were born here and that your flowers were made to
blossom in this fertile soil. That may or may not be a guarantee of long-term success,
but it can do a lot to fuel it. Because you feel you're on familiar ground, you can project
yourself with greater confidence, since you, in some very inner sense, "speak the
language" and identify with local issues and culture. You'll be well-received for this very
reason, but always remember that in some more temporal sense you're a "come-here"
and not a "from-here," so don't overstep boundaries like you own the place. Speak from
your heart and you'll be heard, but don't presume to speak from the hearts of others.
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Natal Pluto Ssx DS (Medium)
You'll probably feel and act here like you can't trip up and angels will bear you up if you
do -- and you'll be more than close to correct in the assumption. You look like someone
to have faith in, and to the extent you feel the same way, you are. Don't throw caution to
the winds, but do tread with confidence.
Pluto in Sixth House
You can impose a routine on yourself here more forcefully than may be appropriate or
even healthy. Everyday "must-do" chores can turn into mountains to surmount if you
obsess on them, so be willing to slack off every now and then just for sanity's sake. Let
the rhythm keep itself, don't oversteer.
Natal Pluto Tri MC (Medium)
Your reputation is protected here in ways it probably shouldn't be, so you can get away
with more than you ought without suffering the criticism others might. It's simply that
you appear to have more power and support than you know you actually do, but if you
play along with the part, it actually becomes real.
Natal Moon Sqr AS (Mild)
Getting your feelings across here may be a challenge, and you may have to repeat
yourself more than once to achieve it. It may be partly about relating to the local culture,
partly that you are challenged to put things into words you had taken for granted before
in your previous situation.
Moon in Tenth House
Your feelings are likely to be on display here, or it can seem so, so don't expect to have
an entirely private life. Don't react unless you expect to make ripples -- something that
can give you a lot of good press if you play it right. It's a good place for making a name
for yourself, but only if you do it from the heart.
Natal Mars Ssx AS (Mild)
You should find your stamina level increasing here -- or, at least you find it easier to get
the job done without having to waste extra energy. Your first stroke is usually the right
one, so you save energy by not having to repeat efforts in order create accomplishment.
Easy and invigorating.
Mars in Twelfth House
Rash actions can take their toll here, so don't shoot from the hip or be too quick to jump
into the first situation that presents itself. There's plenty to be done here without getting
started on the wrong foot. Scope out the possibilities, rehearse your moves, then step
forward with assurance, even if you have to do it on the sly.

Paran Latitude Lines
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Moon-Neptune Latitude Line at 34N13'23"
It will be harder than you expect to get an emotional handle on reality here, as your
insides keep changing just as you think you've almost reached your goals. Although it
may seem external, it's you that's changing the goalposts, in part because you're
searching for an ever-better playing ground for your heart. The result can be adventure,
but be careful that you don't find yourself becoming hard to get because you think the
grass is somehow greener tomorrow. There is a fine line between faith and fantasy, and
this is a place where that challenge will ever be at your doorstep, waiting to get in.
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